If you don't know the diﬀerence between HTTP and
DNS, don't blog about it
Lori MacVittie, 2008-30-09

Pet peeve time: screaming technical inaccuracies in blog posts do a huge disservice to the root problem being
discussed. If you're going to discuss hijacking DNS errors for the purposes of advertising, then please do so - don't call
them DNS "error pages" (there are no such things) or refer to them as "404 errors".
404 is an HTTP status code indicating that the requested resource cannot be
found. It is in no way related to DNS and, in fact, such an error code cannot be
returned without a successful DNS lookup, which means there's no hijacking
going on.
A DNS error indicating that no IP address could be found to be associated with a
FQDN (Fully Qualiﬁed Domain Name) is just that, a DNS error. The "pages"
displayed by popular browsers when a DNS error occurs are not even truly
"pages" in the sense that a page lives on the web. They are generated by the browser and appear to be a page, but
honestly a modal dialog box would work as well.
The reason I've got myself all worked up about this is that there is a serious underlying security problem with DNS
"hijacking". It's a real issue that should be discussed and brought to light. The author tries, he really does. But a blog
post littered with technical inaccuracies merely obfuscates the underlying problem because it's difﬁcult to give the post
any credibility because it is so technically inaccurate it leads the reader to question whether there really is a problem or
not.
Either the aforementioned poorly written post is purposefully inaccurate in order to garner attention (possible), or it's just
technically inaccurate because the author doesn't know or care about the underlying technical details (also possible).
Either way, such posts do a great disservice to those attempting to raise awareness of security issues on the Internet,
because it's hard to take anyone seriously who can't (or won't) differentiate between DNS and HTTP.
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